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ABSTRACT
Due to emergence and use of new technologies in the library activities a radical change has been occurred in the collection development and management of libraries. E-resources like CD, DVD, E-Book, E-Journal, online-databases are widening the collection of libraries.  This paper discusses the concept of collection de4velopment and collection development policy, analyses the collection of libraries and the process of collection development , highlights the new trends of collection development and management of those resources by libraries. Concludes with the suggestion to include new policies and methods of collection development according to changing situation. 
1.INTRODUCTION
	Collection Development is a vital process in creating and building a library collection, be it in an institution, college, school or a public library. It is a well planned activity for which a well defined policy is essential. The collection development primarily includes acquisition, selection, evaluation, preservation and weeding out materials/books/journals, according to user’s needs. With the advent of Internet and other IT tools. There has been a shift from print documents to electronics documents such as  CD, DVD, e-book, e-journals, online-databases etc Accordingly the collection development policy and process of libraries has been changed considerably. New trends of consortia mode of living have been introduced by the libraries to a great extent. In this changing situation, library and information science professionals need to be aware and acquainted with the latest changes in the collection development process of libraries. 
2. CONCEPT OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
	Encyclopedia of Library & Information Science defines “Library collection is the sum total of library materials – books, manuscripts, serials, government documents, pamphlets, catalogues, reports, recordings, microfilm reels, micro cards and microfiche, punch cards, computer tapes etc. that make up the holding of a particular library.”
	Harrod’s Librarian Glossary (6th ed.) defines collection development as “the process of planning a stock acquisition programme not simply to cater for immediate needs but to build a coherent and reliable collection over a number of years, to meet the objectives of the services.”
	Collection Development in Libraries means a rich and sound collections of systematic comprehensive balanced and updated documents to meet the users. A library is identified and defined principally by its holdings of materials and information resources. The library acts to fulfill its mission by selecting, acquiring, organizing, preserving, maintaining, and providing access to a collection of materials. Before the emergence of Information Technology and www generally collection development was doing traditionally like selection, acquisition, purchase gift and donation. But now trends have been changed. This new way of CDP has enormously grown the library resources. 
3. COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT POLICY
	Collection Development Policy is a set of rules or norms adopted for developing the collection or stock in a library. It helps for systematic acquisition of library materials. It also encourages stability and continuity in the library operation. The planned development of a library's collection requires the application of a stated collection development policy.  No policy can be definitive for all time, since a library is not a static institution.  Ideas about its nature and content are constantly evolving.  Therefore, a library collection policy must be responsive to change.
4. COLLECTION OF A LIBRARY
	For a sound collection and development of resources, every library procures information materials like books, journals & periodicals, thesis and dissertation, government publications, patent standards and specifications and non-print materials through acquisitions, gift and exchange and inter-library loan. 
4.1 Book
	The book is a conventional document for the libraries. It is a physically independent document. A book normally deals with a subject of great extension and less extension. It is thus a macro document. A book should have atleat 49 pages in it, and may be a single volume or multi volume. it may be a simple book or a composite one also.
4.2 Periodical and Serials
	In the collection of libraries, the position of periodicals and serials comes next to the books. The periodicals and serials are the fast document for dissemination of information. A periodical is the publication which appears in parts or volumes at regular intervals and has a distinguishing number for each successive volume. A serial is also a periodical publication but each volume embodies more or less similar information but up dated mainly relating to its year and period of coverage.
4.3 Govt. Publication
	These are the official documents brought out at government expenses. They may be the records of activities of the government’s departments. Because these are the primary and authentic records of various wings of the government. Hence they are an important part of any library collection today.
4.4 Dissertation and Thesis
	University libraries are procuring the P.G. dissertation and doctoral thesis. These are valuable primary sources which report original research work in specific areas of the subject.
4.5 Patents, Standard and Specification
	A patent is an agreement between a government and an inventor where by the inventor discloses his invention to the public in exchange of a right  of exploitation for a fixed period and the documents which are to define a product , materials, process, quality, construction, charetestics, performance ,nomenclature, and other like facts are called standards, where as specification are the documents which contain descriptions of technical requirements for a product , material process or services which are designed to meet the purchase’s particular needs.
4.6 CD-ROM 
	CD-ROMs are particularly well-suited to information that requires large storage capacity. This includes large software applications that support color, graph, text and sound. It contains huge amount of information stored in it and usable for long time.
4.7 E-Book
	Electronic books that readers can download from the Internet or borrow through a library and read using a handheld device. Its contents are largely the same as a conventional book, in that it has a cover, a table of contents, chapters, and usually an index. The electronic format allows an e-book to also contain links to Web addresses and to be distributed by electronic means.
4.8 E-Journal
	An electronic version of a journal that is found and read on the Web. Like electronic book it also provides contents, tables, chapters etc. Now it is most useable source of information in the field of research output.
5. PROCESS OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT 
	Basically the collection development policy includes the followings
5.1 Selection of materials
	Typically, the library staff is responsible for selecting materials. This is because the staff is most aware of the needs of the community regarding library materials; in larger libraries a numbers of different staff members may have responsibility for selecting materials. In smaller libraries, the director may do all of the selection. In some schools and college libraries, faculty departments may also have some responsibility for selecting materials. However, this needs to be co-coordinated by the library staff. What ever system is used should be clearly defined by the collection development policy. 
Criteria for selection	
The criteria that the library will adopt in selecting materials include
	Inclusion of the type of material related to the type of library
	Recommendations from patrons-patrons may ask for specific materials. A certain number of requests may lead to consideration of purchase of the materials. It should be noted that typically a single request does not trigger such a purchase, but there may exceptions to this rule.
	Faculty recommendations (for school and academic libraries). To support faculty members, school and academic libraries often will purchase materials based on their recommendations. 
	Community interest in the materials subject matters. If there is a particularly hot topic in the community, the library may purchase materials about this topic.
	Reputation or popularity of the author. Some authors are so popular that public libraries automatically purchase their books. For examples, many public libraries will purchase the new novels by popular authors regardless of the quality of the reviews.
	Cost of the materials. Libraries must always balance other criteria against the cost of the item.
5.2 Acquisition of Materials
	The collection development policy should also discuss how materials will be acquired by the library. It is useful to have in your policy that the library will seek the best possible prices in purchasing library materials. This may help to avoid controversy about the small amount of money that may be spent with local vendors. Some of the issues to be addressed should include the followings.
5.2.1. The Use of jobbers
	Most libraries use book and media jobbers or magazine subscription services to purchase most of their materials. These vendors normally give substantial discounts (sometimes 40% or more) for library purchases. If the library will be using such vendors, this should be stated in the policy, and the policy on how the jobbers will be chosen should be stated.
5.2.2. Local vendors.
	Libraries will often purchase materials from local bookstores if they need an item in a hurry. The conditions for such purchases should be spelled out in the policy. The policy should also state that the library will seek the best possible price in making such purchase. 
5.2.3. Standing orders 
	For some specialized items, the library may have a standing order. This means that each time a new edition of the work is published: the library automatically acquires a copy. The policy should contain information on how standing orders are determined, and how and when they are evaluated.
5.2.4 Gift & Exchange
	Libraries are frequently recipients of gifts of materials from well meaning people and institutions in the community. While some of these gifts may be useful, many do not fit well in to the library’s collection. When this occurs, the potential donor should be informed that the library will not be able to accept the gift for the library’s collection
6. NEW MODES OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
	The traditional modes of collection development are purchase , subscription, membership and gift or exchange. But with the development of IT a radical change has been taken place in the collection development by libraries. Now the users are experiencing the new sources of information and technology. Electronic format of books, journals, CDROM, and DVD are available. Internet, www and online databases has been recognized as new source of information. So libraries are adopting new policies for a sound collection of both print and non-print source of information.
6.1. Acquisition through consortia
	Consortia are formed among a group of libraries for collective acquisition of library materials with reduced cost and greater accessibility. Some of the leading consortia of India are  INDEST, TIFR, FORSA, UGC-INFONET etc.
6.2. Subscription to Online Databases/ E-Books
	Online databases are a collection of information arranged in to individual records to be searched by computer, which is available through the internet or an organization’s intranet. It is a compressive collection of information in electronic form and organized for quick retrieval. A library may subscribe to as many as online database/ e-books as per its needs and financial provisions.
6.3 Subscription to online reference Tools 
Many encyclopedias, dictionaries, directories are available online or in CD/DVD format which a library can acquire. Examples of some online encyclopedias are as follows. 
	Encyclopedia Americana
	Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia
	The New Book of Knowledge
	La Nueva Encyclopedia Cumbre
	The New Book of Popular Science
	Lands and People
6.4 Access to open access materials
	The library can acquire many open access library materials which are available free in large number.
7. CHANGES IN COLLECTION MANAGEMENT
	Before the outcome of information technology, every library was practicing the method of classifying the documents for individualization of subjects and shelf arrangement and also library catalogue for its better retrieval. But due to advent of electronic information resources the collection grew day by day and for its proper management new ideas like digital library, electronic library and OPAC came in to existence. 
	Digital libraries are libraries with the same purposes, functions, and goals as traditional libraries, collection development and management, subject analysis, index creation, provision of access, reference work, and preservation. Extra focus on digital formats alone hides the extensive behind-the-scenes work that libraries do to develop and organize collections in advance way and to help users find information quickly. Here the documents are available in electronic format. Documents can be save for long use and can be retrieve quickly comparison to traditional method.
	OPAC is an acronym for Online Public Access Catalog. It can also be    known as an electronic catalog or online catalog. It is used to access the entire holdings of a library from books and videos to microfilm and journals. Today libraries do not make card catalog. There is doubt of dust, white ant, fungi. OPAC has replaced this form, because it keeps the record save and secure. Users also do not prefer to visit a catalog box thoroughly, rather searching a book by key word and phrases, because it is time saving to them. 
8. CONCLUSION
	Advent of new technologies and its use has given a dynamical change to the collection management of libraries. Now libraries are not only the store houses of print media only. It procures both print and non-print media of resources. So the collection development policy has changed to procure and organize these materials. It is also fact that the advent, acquisition and use of e-materials can not replace the library collection totally. It can be treated as a new form of collection to server users in a better way. Therefore new policies and methods of collection development should be introduced by libraries to meet the users demand satisfactorily.
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